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Use Littlites
anywhere
you need
a little
light!
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THE FLEXIBLE
GOOSENECK LAMP
WITH VERSATILITY
AND STYLE.

LAMPSETS
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Permanently
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L-SERIES
LAMPSETS

With their sleek,
unobtrusive look,
Littlites complement
any decor. They are
ideally suited to any
task involving accurate,
close or detail work.

Littlite® Lampsets come complete and
ready for easy surface mounting. All
sets are available in 6, 12 or 18 inch
lengths and include bulb, chassis and
fully adjustable dimmer. Each set
also includes a 6 foot cord, a snap
mount set (SM) for easy removable
mounting and screws for permanent
mounting. 120 or 240 volt versions
include wall plug-in transformers.
12 volt versions can be powered
from any 12 volt AC or DC supply.
DETACHABLE BNC MODELS
feature a detachable gooseneck with
a BNC connector at the chassis and
storage clips for the gooseneck.
The lamp is available with your
choice of a 2.4 watt or 5 watt bulb.
PERMANENT MOUNT MODELS
feature the gooseneck permanently
attached at the chassis. Available
with either a 2.4 watt or 5 watt bulb.
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Low Intensity
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BULB OPTIONS
HIGH INTENSITY
L-SERIES LAMPS
The 5 watt Tungsten-Halogen bulb,
with stylish finned hood, produces a
crisp bright, long lasting white light
which is concentrated in a tightly
controlled pattern, easily aimed
exactly where you need it.
LOW INTENSITY
L-SERIES LAMPS
The low intensity 2.4 watt
bulb with extra slim hood,
produces enough light
for many tasks in dimly
lit areas. With its low
power light source, this
Littlite® is best suited for
applications where a low
level of light is desired.

ACCESSORIE

Numerous accessories are available
to complete your Littlite® package:
adjustable clips to attach Littlites to
your music stand; weighted bases
that allow your Littlite® to become a
movable, free standing light source;
a magnetic base that lets you mount
your light to machinery or tools; and
a cigarette lighter plug to power the
Littlite® inside your vehicle.

WALL TRANSFORMERS &
WIRING ACCESSORIES
WXF

MOUNTING
ACCESSORIES
WB

SM

HTC

EXF

EAD

CL

MB

EURO-PLUG ADAPTER

CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG

Used to power the Littlite® from
a cigarette lighter outlet.
LV

LOW VOLTAGE HOOKUP KIT

DM

Q5

REPLACEMENT HOODS
HH

1815

LOW HOOD

Includes two “O” rings.
LX

X SERIES HOOD

Includes two “O” rings.

HIC

PS

PANEL SOCKET

Mates with the G series gooseneck BNC connector. Mounts in
a 13/32” hole in material 1/8”
or less thick, or in an MP.
Includes ground lug, lock washer
and nut. Not electrically isolated.

BAYONET BASE BULB FOR
LOW INTENSITY LITTLITE®

HIGH INTENSITY CONVERSION SET

Includes a High Intensity hood
and Q5 bulb to convert low
intensity Littlites to High
Intensity. Includes two “O” rings.

MOUNTING PLATE

A 1-1/4” square metal plate
with a 3/8” hole in its center.
To mount PS, DM or P series
lamps in thick surfaces.

12 volt, 230mA 2.4 watt
incandescent bulb.

HIGH HOOD

Includes two “O” rings.
LH

MP

BAYONET BASE BULB FOR
HIGH INTENSITY LITTLITE®

Bright “white” 12 volt, 380mA
(AC or DC) bayonet base, 5 watt,
tungsten-halogen bulb.

DIMMER RHEOSTAT

Varies the intensity of P, G, or X
series gooseneck lamps. Will dim
four low intensity or one high
intensity lamp. Mounts in a
13/32” hole in material 1/8”
thick or less, or on an MP. Quiet,
noise free operation. With off
position.

Includes parts and instructions
for wiring Littlites into a 12 volt
system. Includes fuse and holder,
connectors and line taps.

REPLACEMENT BULBS

MAGNETIC BASE

An extra strong magnetic plate
that mounts via an adhesive strip
to the bottom of the L series
chassis. This accessory provides
portable mounting for music
stands, mechanics task lamps or
as a vehicle map light.

To be used with EXF and
standard Littlites.
CP

ADJUSTABLE CLIP

Adjusts to clip on edges from
1/16” to 7/8” thick. Included
is all necessary hardware.

EURO-PLUG POWER
TRANSFORMER

240 volt (5 watts max)
TUV and CE approved.

HIGH TENSION CLAMP

The HTC clamp can be used to
clamp a Littlite® lampset to a
pipe, bar, table or panel edge.
The clamp can be mounted to
the lamp with screws or with
the snap mount (SM).

WXF-10 WALL TRANSFORMER

120 VAC to 12 VAC 1.6 amp
transformer powers up to 4 High
Intensity Littlites. UL and CSA
approved.

SNAP MOUNT

A pair of self-adhesive backed,
snap-together pads used whenever you need quick, easy
placement and removal of an
L series lamp.

WALL TRANSFORMER

Plugs into a 120 VAC outlet and
supplies 12 volts AC at up to
500mA. Will power one 5 watt
or two 2.4 watt Littlites. (5 watts
maximum) Easily connects with
screw terminals. UL and CSA
approved.

WEIGHTED BASE

A stylish metal base that is
screwed onto the bottom of
the Littlite® chassis. Converts
L models into free standing
lights.

LK

REPLACEMENT KNOB

Replacement knob for
Littlite® dimmer.

ACCESSORIES
CL Adjustable Clip

MP
Mounting
Plate

PS Panel Socket

DM Dimmer Rheostat

HTC
High
Tension
Clamp

MB Magnetic Base

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES
SM Snap Mount

L-1

REPLACEMENT CHASSIS

Converts a G series
BNC connector gooseneck lamp into a
complete lampset.
Includes 6-foot cord
and dimmer rheostat.
SC

STORAGE CLIPS FOR
DETACHABLE SERIES
LAMPS

One pair, used to secure
Littlites for transit or
storage. Includes
mounting screws.
XC

CP Cigarette Plug

STORAGE CLIP FOR “X” &
AUTOMOTIVE SERIES LAMPS

WB Weighted Base

Individual, attaches with
adhesive back.
CF

COLOR FILTER

A set of three molded
color filters which easily
slide from working position
in the hood to storage position. Ideal for night vision
in vehicles, chart lamps, in
laboratories or as a mood
lamp. Package includes red,
blue and clear.
NVF

NIGHT VISION FILTERS

Packaged in a set of three
filters, specifically designed
for the high hood. *Specify
red, blue or clear.
O-KIT

EXF
Euro-Plug
Power
Transformer

SPARE “O” RINGS

WXF Wall Transformer

SPARE BULBS

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

Packaged in quantities of
12 for standard Littlites.
O-KIT-X SPARE “O” RINGS

Packaged in quantities of
12 for X series Littlites.

1815
Low Intensity Bulb
Q5
High Intensity Bulb

O-KIT Spare “O” Rings

CF Color Filters

SC Storage Clips

AUTOMOTIVE
LAMPSETS

G Series with BNC Connector
P Series for
permanent
installation
X Series with
XLR Connector

INDIVIDUAL
INDIVIDUAL
GOOSENECK
LAMPS
Littlite® G, P and X series gooseneck
lamps can be built into any device
that requires lighting. Available in
6, 12, and 18 inch lengths, in low
intensity (2.4W), or high intensity
(5W) versions.
P SERIES GOOSENECKS
have 3/8" diameter, (3/8-32 UNEF)
threaded end with one wire grounded
lamp circuit and ground lug and nut.
Use where a permanently mounted
gooseneck is desired. Mounts in a
13/32" hole in material up to 1/8"
thick. Add a mounting plate (MP)
for mounting in thicker material.

RAKLITES

XR Series with Right
Angle XLR Connector

G SERIES GOOSENECKS
have BNC connectors and are useful
in applications requiring removal for
transit or storage. They mate with
panel sockets (PS) supplied on or
added to equipment.
X SERIES GOOSENECKS
have 3 or 4 pin male “XLR type”
connectors with isolated lamp
circuit. (Also available in “XR” right
angle connector type.) Useful
where a detachable, non-swiveling
connection is desired. Ideal for
vertical or sloped work surfaces.

Each automotive set comes with a 6,
12 or 18 inch permanently mounted
gooseneck, 5 watt bulb, full range
dimmer, removable color filter,
mounting hardware and storage clip.
The L-5 SERIES gooseneck exits out
the end of the chassis so it lays flat
for storage. 24” red and black leads
extend out the bottom of the chassis
for easy, permanent mounting on
any flat surface.
The L-9 SERIES gooseneck exits out
the top of the chassis. 24" red and
black leads extend out the bottom of
the chassis for easy, permanent
mounting on any flat surface.
The L-6 SERIES is portable.
The gooseneck is permanently
attached at one end of the chassis.
The two foot cord with a cigarette
plug exits from the opposite end.

L-5 Automotive Lamp

TM

The LITTLITE® HIGH INTENSITY
RAKLITE comes complete with your
choice of one or two 12" goosenecks,
with bright 5 watt bulbs, dimmer
rheostat, 6' cord and transformer.
When mounted at the top your rack,
the Littlite® provides illumination for
an entire rack of lighting or audio
equipment. Littlite’s flexibility allows
you to adjust illumination for patching or general rack service. The
gooseneck light is recessed into a
sturdy black metal E.I.A. standard 19"
wide x 1.75" high rack panel. It is
available in 12V, 110V, and 240 volt
versions.

Raklite RLX

The LITTLITE® RLX RAKLITE is a
sleek black single space rack panel
(1.75") equipped with two 3-pin XLR
connectors ready to receive one or
two X or XR detachable Littlites.
The convenient dimmer allows you
to adjust the brightness of the Littlite®
to the desired intensity. The flexible
gooseneck allows you to direct the
light exactly as needed: at turntables,
CD changers, audio or lighting racks.
Available in 12V, 110V and 240 volt
versions. (Goosenecks not included.)
TM

Raklite RL-10-D

L-9 Automotive Lamp

L-6 Automotive Lamp

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
INSTALLATION
Building of Littlites into any equipment
should be done by a qualified technician.
We are happy to provide instructions and
technical assistance, but technical ability
is a must for any person modifying
equipment. The technician is responsible
for a safe and reliable installation.
POLARITY
Please note that with the exception of the
“X” series XLR connector lamp, the lamp
circuit is connected to the body of the
gooseneck (grounded). High voltage
isolation is not guaranteed. Proper polarity
must be observed.
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CONSTRUCTION
All Littlites and accessories are designed
and constructed to meet the most demanding needs. Most of the parts are metal,
finished in durable black baked enamel.

1815 LOW INTENSITY BULB
This bulb is rated at 12 volts AC or DC,
230mA (2.4 watts) with a rated life of 1000
hours. The 1815 Littlite® bulb illuminates a
20 inch diameter circle 12 inches away to
a level of approximately 5 footcandles.
LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY
Littlite, LLC warrants to the original purchaser that Littlite® Gooseneck Lamps and
Accessories are free from defects of material
or workmanship under normal use and
service, for the life of the product.
Modification or tampering which interferes
with the normal operation of the product,
abuse, misuse, or use in a manner not
intended by the manufacturer invalidates
the WARRANTY. The WARRANTY does not
apply to light bulbs. As Littlite has no
control over the installation and use of this
product, we make no WARRANTY beyond
the normal functioning of our lamps when
properly installed and serviced. Our
products are not to be used where failure to
operate could cause consequential damage
or hardship, and we accept no liability for
any damage consequential to our lamp’s
failure to operate. Under no circumstances
shall Littlite be liable in contract, in tort,
under any WARRANTY in negligence, or
otherwise, for any special, indirect, or
consequential damages. Littlite does not
authorize any person to create for it any
other obligation or liability beyond that
stated herein.
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Q5 HALOGEN BULB
Operates on 12 volts AC or DC, 420mA
maximum (5 watts), with a rated life of
240 hours. The lamp brightly illuminates
an area 20 inches in diameter at a distance
of 12 inches from the lamp, to a level of
25 footcandles.

